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Nike vs Kasky:
A Case in Point
By Jim Tarbell
he corporate person costume was
made by Jan Edwards and Leon
Schneiderman of the Redwood
Coast AfD. They made it for a press conference which the corporate person
held in front of Niketown in San
Francisco on corporate personhood and
the Nike vs. Kasky case. At the time, the
U. S. Supreme Court was considering
this case on the question of how much
corporations can lie.
Over the past 120 years court decisions have given corporations many of
the rights given to humans in our Bill of
Rights. Courts have given corporations
the right to lie about political matters,
but still holds them to a truth test
about commercial matters.
In Nike vs. Kasky, corporate lawyers
tried to expand the corporate right to lie
into commercial speech. After agreeing
to hear the case in January, the Supreme
Court in late June said that their decision
to hear the case had been premature
and sent the case to trial in California.
Upon hearing the decision, Jeff Milchen,
Director of Reclaim Democracy, which
was party to an amicus brief in this case,
stated, “It's a relief to hear that the Court
is not prepared to consider what would
be extreme judicial activism on behalf of
corporate America and against U.S. citizens by creating a corporate right to lie.”
Meanwhile, at the press conference
the corporate person answered, “Why
would the Supreme Court want to give
corporations the right to lie?” with a
smug, “Because we want it, and the
Court always gives the corporations
what we want. That’s good for business. “Then it went on to say, “There is
too much government regulation of
corporations. Those laws are bad for
business. . . The political opinion of the
corporation is what is good for business.” Then the lawyer advising the
corporate person added, “The business
of America is business. Certainly the
corporations should have as much to
say about politics in this country as any
other person. Probably more!”
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HOW TO MAKE A CORPORATE PERSONHOOD COSTUME
By Jan Edwards and Leon Schneiderman
Step one: Materials
Body box at least 24” x 24” x 32” high or bigger if
you want to tuck your arms and legs inside.
(Maybe use an appliance box); 12” cube [head
box]; Blue pin stripe suit; black plastic window
screen 12” X 24”; spray glue and hot glue; black
paint, gray spatter trunk paint; stiff white paper
in big sheets; matte knife and cutting board; velcro; foam rubber; something for the top [we
used lightweight bundt pans]
Step three: Constructing the head box
Glue or velcro the top flaps shut. Glue foam
rubber to the top of the box so that it fits the
head snugly. Fold up and glue the bottom flaps
(except the front side).
Step eight: Finishing the head box
After you have painted it (see step six) fold the
black plastic window screen in half and glue into
place inside the front of the head box covering
the cut-open windows. Now tuck back the front
flap and glue in place. It helps hold the screen.

Step five: Creating the windows and frames
Draw the window design on stiff white paper
For the head, windows are 21/4” wide X 3” high
with 5/8” between and borders of 2” on the sides
and 11/4” top and bottom. There are 3 rows of 3
windows for the sides and back of the head box.
The front of the head box has 2 rows of 3 windows. When you have patterns for the sides and
back, cut out the windows leaving the window
frames. These patterns become part of the costume later. Trace the windows on the front [face]
of the head box [the lower 2 rows of 3] and cut
them out
For the body, each window is 3” wide and 31/2
”high. On the sides and back there are 5 windows
across and 6 down. On the front there are 5
across and 5 down because, at the top, we left a
place for the sign that was one window high. The
spaces between the windows are 11/2”. Make patterns for the front back and sides and cut out the
windows in them once again making window
frames.
Step seven: Glue on the window frames
After the frames are painted, spray glue them
over the body and head boxes with painted window areas.

Step four: Constructing the top of the box
This could be almost anything you want as
long as it is light enough. We used 2 lightweight
bundt pans topped with a plastic thing we found
to which we added an antenna. But we thought
of lots of funny things from a helicopter landing
port to a satellite dish made from a metal vegetable strainer.

Step nine: The logo and corporate name
The logo on the forehead of the head box is
down loaded from the internet and glued to
foam core. Velcro is glued on to make it removable and change the corporate identity.
The sign on the front of the box is printed on
a computer and mounted like the logo.

Step two: Constructing the body box
Glue the bottom flaps tucked up inside. Close
the top flaps and cut hole for head. Put the box
on the wearer dressed with the suit jacket and
pants. Adjust the head/neck hole so the box sits
on the shoulders and rests parallel to the floor.
Either velcro or glue the flaps together. Mark
armholes slightly to the front. Slowly cut the
holes till they are big enough and comfortable
for the wearer. Glue pieces of foam rubber to the
inside of the box to pad the shoulders.
Step six: Painting the costume:
Spray the boxes lightly with glossy black paint
on the areas where the windows will be. Do not
cover the boxes completely with the black. This
makes it look as though the windows are shiny.
Do not spray the face of the head box, but the
other 3 sides.
Lightly spray the stiff paper window frames
with gray spatter trunk paint. You can get this at
an auto supply store; and you will need 2 cans.
Also spray the face of the head box and the top
of the body box and head box and whatever else
you want to appear as “stone.”
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Street Theater Ideas
By Jim Tarbell
f you want to recreate the educational and entertaining press conference with the corporate person, it is
available as a script. Email rtp@mcn.org
for a complete copy. The Redwood Coast
Chapter of the Alliance won first place in
their Fourth of July parade with the corporate person, handing out Big Money
(see below) and entertaining the crowd
We also came up with the following
idea for a repeatable skit either for a
parade or the street:
Construct a corporate personhood
costume. The person wearing the costume has to be able to sit down and
draw their arms and legs inside. You will
also need at least one person dressed
up as a judge and half a dozen citizens
dressed in corporate personhood
t-shirts (see page 15). You will also need
to have what we call Big Money handouts. These are 4”x10” pieces of paper
with the image of $1,000 bills on one
side and information about corporate
personhood on the other. You will also
need at least one corporate logo
American flag from Adbusters and a
regular American flag.
Action starts with the corporate person sitting on the ground, so that the
costume is just a building. The judge
stands above it. Suddenly arms appear
from the costume and hand the judge
some Big Money. The judge takes the
money and gives the corporation corporate personhood. The costume now
rises up and looms over the judge inundating her/him with Big Money. The
judges crumble to the ground. The corporate person raises the corporate logo
American flag and dances in victory.
The citizens now jump into action.
They help the judge up. They take the
money away from the corporate person
and force it back into being just a corporation, sitting on the ground with
arms and legs drawn back inside. They
take down the corporate flag and raise
the American flag.
The judge and citizens dance in victory handing out the big money educational material to the audience.
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